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About This Game
A remote complex, an ominous beam of light, and a system gone berzerk. Only the maintenance android Jewel can stop the
control system draining the life from her planet!
Voltage Drop is a single-screen puzzle platform game where the goal is simple: turn on all the switches and reach the exit.
Sounds simple, but there are many obstacles in your path, and you'll need to use every trick you can think of to get past the
lasers, locking gates, and out-of-control robots standing between you and the central computer!
Features:

50 stages of brain-busting puzzle action.
16-bit style retro pixel graphics.
Original FM synth chiptune soundtrack.
Purple hair!
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This game is fun, good, hard, makes me feel dumb, and tune-tastic.
If you're into classic 2D puzzle platformers then this is probably a safe bet for you. The first few levels are the standard tutorialstyle levels; you naturally intuit your way to understanding the games controls without the need for big tutorial text all over the
screen, but shortly after that the real game begins. This is where I start feeling dumb and I can only beat a level or two before I
need to give my brain a break. I'm sure others will probably have an easier time than me but by no means do I feel you can just
breeze through the game.
So if puzzle platformers are your jam, I definitely recommend giving this a try!
Plus the tunes own.
Also the intro owns.
Additionally the sprite work owns.. It's okay... This game could have come out 18 years ago and I would probably still have said
"lt's okay..." Yes, it's retro, but nothing more. I didn't have fun and wasn't very impressed.. Bought game. Played levels. Got
stuck. Realized I'm bad at puzzles. Cried myself to sleep. Woke up. Repeat.
On the upside the game looks good and has dope music! Anyone up for a 2D puzzle challenge should try it out!
. Gorgeous pixel art combined with challenging puzzles!
One of the things I really appreciate about this game is he learning curve. There's no navi-like character screaming at you telling
you where to set down a block - you just figure it out (or, more likely, you run into a lazer, die, and *then* figure it out).
A wonderful old-school brainteaser game~. Obscenely difficult, responsive, and clever as all heck. Also there's hot animes..
Every time you fail, you lose a bit of your IQ until you come back and finish the level.
This is pretty much the Dark Souls of purple hair.
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